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Our experiments and analyses of the bubble incipient on ideally-smooth, horizontal heated surface con-
firm the observed low superheat and the weak surface-wettability dependence. These are contrary to the
previous heterogeneous nucleation predictions, so to clarify this difference and the experimental results
not explained by previous nucleation theories we adapt a new model based the thermal boundary layer.
The model includes the kinetic dynamics of the superheated liquid and the thermodynamic stability of
the generated vapors. The fluid particle transfer rate is estimated with the Smoluchowski equation.
Consequently, the incipient bubble nucleation on the ideally-smooth horizontal surface, with different
wettability, is described and the predictions match the experiments fairly well.

� 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The early stages of nucleation theory, referred to as classic
nucleation theory (CNT), are based on the Gibbs theory of new
phase formation, ideal gas kinetics, and the energy barrier required
for nucleus generation [1–5]. The energy barrier is mainly deter-
mined by the energy required for generating the new interface
and the energy consumed by the phase change of the metastable
initial phase to a stable state. In other way, kinetic nucleation the-
ory (KNT) was also developed as a theoretical nucleation theory
[6–12]. The main difference between CNT and KNT is how the
model calculates the evaporation rate and condensation rate. In
CNT, the nucleation rate is derived from the evaporation and con-
densation rates with an equilibrium distribution. In KNT, however,
instead of using the equilibrium distribution, the evaporation and
condensation fluxes and their corresponding transfer rates are
calculated separately by considering kinetics and the potential
field as a driving source. In recent studies, the rate of nucleation
in the KNT model was characterized by the mean first passage time
by solving the Smoluchowski equation [9–12]. According to previ-
ous nucleation theories, saturated water under atmospheric
conditions could produce a newly generated bubble at �300 �C.

The heterogeneous bubble nucleation occurs under transient or
steady heating. In transient experiments the classical homogeneous
high-superheat limit is observed, since the associated high heating
rates prevent growth of vapor bubbles from the surface imperfec-
tions [13]. Steady-state results show reduced superheat, since (a)
the surface is rarely smooth at the scale of the critical nucleus,
and (b) the surface energy heterogeneities such as local hydropho-
bicity. Corty and Foust [14] and Bankoff [15] suggested that the
widely accepted trapped-vapor theory, which states that cavities
on commercial heating surfaces can trap vapors and then it act as
nuclei, is the most likely theory for explaining the origin of a boiling
bubble. In other words, if the surface cavity is larger than the critical
nucleus, the cavity traps vapor and becoming nucleus for heteroge-
neous nucleation at low superheat. Furthermore, the local surface
hydrophobicity also induces heterogeneous nucleation at a reduced
superheat, since the nanobubbles existing on the hydrophobic sites
become activated and form nucleus seed [16,17]. Qi and Klausner
[18] hypothesized the occurrence of nanobubbles for heteroge-
neous nucleation and Nam and Ju [19] analyzed the incipience of
nanobubbles at low superheat on Teflon patterned surface.
However, the presence of the nanobubbles could be detached via
degassing procedure [20]. Thus, there is a continuing debate on
the mechanism of bubble nucleation on a hydrophobic surface
without surface cavities at low superheat.

Recently, studies regarding bubble nucleation have entered a
new phase with the introduction of advanced surface treatment
techniques. The most interesting experimental result is heteroge-
neous boiling bubble nucleation at low superheats (with a super-
heat for bubble inception of only �10 K under atmospheric
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Nomenclature

c concentration of particles in one dimension (m�1)
D diffusivity (m2 s�1)
f distribution function (–)
Gr Grashof number (–)
g acceleration of gravity [9.81 (m s�2)]
h latent heat (J kg�1)
J transfer rate (s m3)�1

kB Boltzmann constant (J K�1)
L the length from edge to center of heating surface (m)
nB number density of embryos (m�3)
P pressure (N m�2)
Pr Prandtl number (–)
Q survival probability (–)
Rideal ideal gas constant [8.314 (J (K mol)�1)]
r radius of nucleus (m)
s entropy (J (K kg)�1)
T temperature (K)
t time (s)
u internal energy (J kg�1)
~u;~v x- and y-component velocities (m s�1)
v specific volume (m3 kg�1)
x horizontal position
y vertical position

Greek symbols
b volumetric thermal expansion coefficient (K�1)
h contact angle (�)
dt thermal boundary layer (m)
U dimensionless temperature (–)
u potential free energy (J kg�1)
g similarity variable (–)
l dynamic viscosity (kg (m s)�1)
q density (kg m�3)
r surface tension (N/m)
s passage time (s kg)
t kinematic viscosity (m2 s�1)
w stream function (–)

Subscripts
av average
B domain B
lv interface between liquid and vapor phase
sat saturated state
top the top of bubble
y vertical coordinate
0 initial state
1 bulk state
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water-saturated conditions) on a smooth hydrophilic surface that
does not have any microstructures to trap a vapor as the seed for
the bubble nucleus [21–25]. Using microelectromechanical system
(MEMS) techniques for sub-nanometer roughness heating surfaces,
researchers have confirmed the phenomenon on a variety of sur-
faces. Furthermore, researchers report, heterogeneous nucleation
at low superheat on hydrophilic nanostructured heated surface,
with no microstructure or hydrophobicity to trap vapor for the
bubble nucleation [25–28]. These results are contradictory to those
predicted by the heterogeneous nucleation theories.

In this study, we explain recent observations of heterogeneous
nucleation at reduced superheat on horizontal heated surface free
from trapped vapor and under steady-state condition. These con-
trast the heterogeneous nucleation theories and to clarify this we
use a model based on the thermal boundary layer. This combined
with the kinetics and dynamics of the superheated liquid and the
thermodynamic stability of the generated vapor, leads to predic-
tion of heterogeneous nucleation condition in absence of micro
cavities. This model can also be used for hydrophobic heating
surfaces.
2. Experiments

To verify the reported nucleation phenomena without surface
cavities and at low superheats, we conducted pool boiling experi-
ments with distilled water under atmospheric saturated condition.
The electric Joule heating method was employed, using a power
supply. The main pool was an aluminum bath and was maintained
at a saturated condition by a PID temperature controller. A thin-
film (platinum) heater was embedded on one side of the silicon
wafer, and smooth surfaces were fabricated on the other side of
the wafer via micro-electromechanical system techniques. The
complete platinum film heater was H-shaped due to the configura-
tion of the electrode and the main heating components. The central
region of the H-shape (10 � 10 mm) was the main heating area.
Based on the measured resistance of heater and the correlation
developed between resistance and wall temperature, the wall tem-
perature was determined. Taking all instrument errors into ac-
count, the maximum uncertainty in the wall superheat is less
than 1.2 �C over the measured range of the ONB [24,25].

To analyze the heterogeneous nucleation temperature for
different wetting surfaces, we used two different wetting smooth
surfaces: silicon and heptadecafluoro-1,1,2,2-tetrahydrodecyl-
trichlorosilane (HDFS) coated surface. The plain silicon wafer
possesses a very smooth surface with sub-nanometer surface
roughness. The HDFS was coated on silicon surface as a very thin
layer using self-assembled monolayer (SAM) technique. As Fig. 1
shows, the plain silicon had a 72� static contact angle, while the sta-
tic contact angle was 106� for the HDFS coated silicon surface.

To avoid the effect of trapped vapors on the surface cavity, the
roughness of each surface should be smaller than the critical radius
of the nucleus. The critical radius of the newly generated nucleus
can be obtained by differentiating the energy barrier equation
based on the Gibbs–Duhem equation (because there exists a max-
imum energy barrier for the nucleus at the critical condition), i.e.,

rc ¼
2rlv

PsatðTlÞ exp v lðPl�PsatðTlÞÞ
RidealTl

h i
� Pl

: ð1Þ

According to the result, the critical radius of the nucleus is of
the order of 1 lm (Fig. 2). However, the measured roughness of
all surfaces were in the nanometer range, as shown in Table 1. This
supports that the roughness of these surfaces could not trap vapor
as the seed for the nucleation.

All experiments were conducted after degassing procedure for
2 h. With the system open to ambient air pressure through the re-
flux condenser, the degassed air was expelled while the steam con-
densed and returned back to the vessel. The tests were carried out
by increasing the electrical input in small steps, until the ONB was
reached.

Repeatable results for each surface were obtained up and
including the ONB. The required superheats for the silicon and
HDFS coated surface at the ONB were 10.7 and 4.4 K, respectively.



(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 1. The heated surfaces used in experiments: (a) AFM image of the silicon surface, and (b) HDFS coated surface. Both actual areas are 5 � 5lm. (c) A 3 ll water droplet and
its contact angle on the silicon surface (as a hydrophilic surface), and (d) HDFS coated surface coated surface (as a hydrophobic surface). The roughness statistics and contact
angles are listed in Table 1.

Fig. 2. Dependence of the critical radius of distilled water on wall temperature for
atmospheric saturated water.

Table 1
Roughness parameters and water contact angle for the silicon and HDFS coated
surfaces used this study. Roughness parameters were measured by AFM.

Ra (nm) Rq (nm) Rmax (nm) Contact angle (�)

Silicon 4.9 6.6 50.8 72
HDFS coated 0.9 1.9 51.7 106
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The most important observation is that the ONBs for all smooth
heating surfaces were definitely lower than the predicted values
(280–300 �C) by the classic heterogeneous nucleation models
without surface cavities, whether the heating surface was hydro-
philic or hydrophobic. This is consistent with the previously re-
ported results for several smooth and nanostructured surfaces
[21–28].
3. Theory

To theoretically investigate the heterogeneous bubble nucle-
ation without cavities, we use the potential gradient in the thermal
boundary layer adjacent to heated surface for an ideally smooth
heated surface. An ideal smooth heated surface has defects that
are smaller than the critical size required for the stability of vapor
existence on the heated surface; i.e., the vapor cannot be trapped
on the surface. The total potential of the system is dependent on
the temperature and pressure conditions, which can be repre-
sented as the Gibbs free energy:

d/ ¼ duþ Pdv þ vdP � Tds� sdT: ð2Þ

In previous models, the internal energy, volume, pressure, en-
tropy, and temperature difference were not considered for nucle-
ation, because the supplied heat effect and induced flow in the
fluid phase were not adopted. However, in real boiling on heated
surfaces, there is a definite temperature distribution, due to the
supplied heat through the heated surface, as well as a pressure dif-
ference (represented by the vertical flow rate) on the heated sur-
face. In this study, for describing the real potential distribution
adjacent to the heated surface, the temperature and pressure of
the fluid at or just before boiling bubble nucleation are evaluated
using similarity analysis for natural convection on a horizontal flat
hot surface, with an approximated thermal boundary layer thick-
ness [29,30].



Fig. 3. Dimensionless temperature distributions from the numerical simulations
[30], and from the trend-line approximated by the exponential function.
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3.1. Evaluating potential gradient on a horizontal heating surface

To evaluate the potential gradient, for thermobuoyant flow over
semi-infinite horizontal surface, the temperature and pressure dis-
tributions are evaluated. The continuity, momentum, and energy
equation are expressed by the Boussinesq relation, under two-
dimensional, boundary-layer approximations (x and y are for hor-
izontal and vertical axes) are

@~u
@x
þ @

~v
@y
¼ 0 ð3Þ
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@2T
@y2 : ð6Þ

It should be noted that P used in these governing equations is
the dynamic pressure difference induced by the buoyancy force.
The governing equations are reduced using the Grashof number
and a similarity variable gðx; yÞ

Grx ¼
gbðDTÞx3

m2 : ð7Þ

gðx; yÞ ¼ y
x

Gr
5

� �1=5

¼ y
x

gbðDTÞx3

5m2

� �1=5

¼ gbðDTÞ
5m2

� �1=5

yx�2=5: ð8Þ

Based on this variable, the stream function w and dimensionless
temperature are defined as

wðx; yÞ ¼ y
x

Gr
5

� �1=5

f ðgÞ ¼ y
x

gbðDTÞx3

5m2

� �1=5

f ðgÞ: ð9Þ

T�ðx; yÞ ¼ T � T1
DT

¼ UðgÞ: ð10Þ

Owing to the temperature distribution along the heating sur-
face, DT could change with the heating surface and liquid condi-
tion. Therefore, DT is assumed with some positive constant N
depending on x as Nxn (DT = Nxn). The constant for presenting the
temperature variation (n) along the x direction is fixed as 1/3 for
the constant heat flux condition [29]. If the center temperature is
known, N could be represented with the length from the center
to the end of heating surface as

N ¼ DTx¼L

Ln : ð11Þ

DT ¼ DTx¼L
x
L

� �n
: ð12Þ

where L denotes the length from edge to center of heating surface.
In here, L will be 5 mm.

Chen et al. [29] and Pera and Gebhart [30] presented numerical
simulation results for the temperature profile on a horizontal hot
surface using governing equations and similarity variables. Evalu-
ating the exact solution for the temperature and pressure profiles
with natural convection flow is difficult. However, the complicated
profile could be approximated as the proper functional expression
with constrained boundary conditions in the thin range adjacent to
the heating surface. In this study, the thin region is related to the
critical size of nucleation. (1� g)
Based on reported numerical simulation results, the trend lines
of the general dimensionless temperature profile in the thermal
boundary layer on a horizontal heating layer could be approxi-
mated to the exponential function [‘a exp(�bg)’] as shown in
Fig. 3 (a and b are arbitrary constants for the given system).
Although the arbitrary constants depend on other parameters,
the form of the general function is kept. Therefore, we adopt the
exponential function as the approximated dimensionless tempera-
ture profile in the thermal boundary layer:

T�ðx; yÞ ¼ a expð�bgÞ ¼ a exp �b
gbDTx¼L

5m2Ln

� �1=5

yxðn�2Þ=5

 !
: ð13Þ

T�ðx;0Þ ¼ 1; T�ðx;1Þ ¼ 0 and T�ðx; dtÞ
¼ 0:01: Boundary condition of T� ð14Þ

Because of the initial condition, the constant a is determined to
be unity. Among the boundary conditions, T�ðx; dtÞ ¼ 0:01 arises
from the definition of the thermal boundary layer. Let the thick-
ness of the thermal boundary at the center of the heater surface
be dt;x¼L . With the boundary conditions and the distance from the
edge to the center of the heating surface (L) [T⁄(L, 0) = 1 and
T�ðL; dt;x¼LÞ ¼ 0:01], the temperature profile is specified as

0:01 ¼ exp �b
gbDTx¼L

5m2Ln

� �1=5

dt;x¼LLðn�2Þ=5

 !
: ð15Þ

b ¼ ðln 100Þ
gbDTx¼L

5m2Ln

� �1=5
dt;x¼LLðn�2Þ=5

: ð16Þ

Substituting equation Eq. (17) into Eq. (13), one obtains the fol-
lowing dimensionless temperature profile

T�ðx; yÞ ¼ T � T1
T0 � T1

¼ exp � ln 100
dt;x¼L

y
x
L

� �ðn�2Þ=5
� �

: ð17Þ

Eq. (18) is the approximated solution in a certain domain from
the surface to dt by analyzing the trend line of the numerical solu-
tion for natural convection on a horizontal heating surface. How-
ever, even though the equation is not theoretically derived, the
accuracy of the calculated temperature profile will be high near
the boundary condition because the accuracy is calibrated by the
boundary condition at zero and dt height (c.f. dt;x¼L is approximated
to be 210 lm based on the pool boiling experimental results with
Fourier’s law dt ¼ k T�Tw

q00 ; this is similar to value (100 lm) used in
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other classic literature for water boiling systems [31].). Further-
more, the domain of interest for nucleation is very small, and the
evaluated solution, Eq. (18), could be reasonably applied to the
nucleation phenomena. The dynamic pressure was estimated by
the relation between the pressure function and the dimensionless
temperature [29,30].

Finally, the potential gradient distribution of the superheated li-
quid on the horizontal heating surface could be investigated by
incorporating the temperature profile with the appropriate bound-
ary conditions and the pressure profile. (Although the temperature
profile is approximated to the exponential function, because the
interesting domain is very thin, we can see the linear trend in
Fig. 4.)

3.2. Superheated liquid particles transfer in potential gradient

The evaluated potential profile on the horizontal heated surface
is represented using the Smoluchowski’s equation to obtain an
appropriate fluid particle transfer rate on the ideal smooth hori-
zontal heated surface. In general, the physical random motion of
molecules is governed by the Fokker–Planck equation [32,33].
However, because the relaxation time for the velocity distribution
is extremely short and negligible, the Fokker–Planck equation for a
liquid can be reduced to the Smoluchowski equation. The Smolu-
chowski equation, with diffusion and convection terms, can be ex-
pressed as

@c
@t
¼ r � ðDrc � vcÞ ffi r � � D

kBT
r/c

� �
; ð18Þ

where c indicates the particle concentration (or the probability of a
molecule being in a certain region at time t). The movement of par-
ticles in the thermal boundary layer can be expressed by substitut-
ing the evaluated potential distribution of the horizontal heated
surface for the convection mass-flux term in Eq. (18). In this study,
we assume that the convection mass-flux term is dominant. This
approximation is reasonable for the potential gradient model, be-
cause there is the macroscopic flow induced by the temperature
distribution and density difference; the diffusion term on the
right-hand side of Eq. (18) is negligible.

With the evaluated potential profile and the Smoluchowski
equation, the mean first-passage time is estimated for characteriz-
ing the nucleation rate on the horizontal heated surface. The mean
first-passage time for boiling specifies the average time required
for the particles of the working fluid to move from the certain bub-
ble region to the outside. By setting the calculation domain (do-
Fig. 4. Potential gradient distributions along the vertical direction, at the center of
heated region (h = 60�, DT = 5 K and dt = 210 lm).
main B) to be the critical state of newly generated nuclei, the
mean first-passage time could represent the evaporation rate of
real boiling on the horizontal heated surface as shown in Fig. 5.

To determine the mean first-passage time, the survival proba-
bility Q(t), i.e., how many molecules will remain in the domain
after time t, is defined as

QðtjyoÞ ¼
Z B

cðy; tjyoÞdy Survival probability in domain B

after time t ð19-aÞ

Qðt !1jyoÞ ¼ 0 and Qðt ¼ 0jyoÞ ¼ 1 Initial conditions of Q :

ð19-bÞ

The initial conditions of survival probability indicate that all of
the molecules initially located in the domain will escape from the
domain after an infinite time by molecule transfer dynamics. The
survival probability can be transformed to the probability of escap-
ing from the domain as 1 � Q(t). The mean first-passage time is ex-
pressed by the mean average of the survival probability integrated
with respect to time as

sðyoÞ ¼
Z 1

0
tdt

@

@t
½1� QðtjyoÞ	 ¼

Z 1

0
dt � QðtjyoÞ: ð20Þ

If Eq. (18) is integrated with respect to position y over the domain
from time t = 0 to 1, then we obtain

Z 1

0

Z B @c
@t

dydt ¼
Z 1

0

Z B

r � � D
kBT
r/c

� �
dydt: ð21Þ

Integrating with respect to y transforms the probability of the mol-
ecules being in a certain bubble region at time t into the survival
probability, Q, in the domain:Z 1

0

@QðtjyoÞ
@t

dt ¼
Z 1

0
r � � D

kBT
r/QðtjyoÞ

� 	
dt: ð22Þ

The survival probability can be described in terms of the mean aver-
age of the escape probability by the initial condition of Q (Eq. (19-b)):

sðyoÞ ¼
Z yo

0
1



D
kBT
r/

� �
dy: ð23Þ

The escape time, s, of a certain domain can be developed with the
evaluated potential distribution on the horizontal heated surface
in the thermal boundary layer, given by Eq. (2), and the Stokes–Ein-
stein equation for the diffusivity:
Fig. 5. Schematics of the temperature distribution, thermal boundary layer, total
energy as function of bubble radius, and the bubble nucleation.
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sðyoÞ ¼
Z yo

0
1
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6plro
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@y
� T

@s
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� s
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@y

� �� 	
dy:

ð24Þ

where ro is the radius of fluid particle. The final average escape time
for all possible initial positions in the domain, weighted by the
Boltzmann factor with an equilibrium distribution of particles (or
molecules), is given by

sav ¼

R BsðyoÞ exp �D/
kBT

� �
dyR B exp �D/

kBT

� �
dy

: ð25Þ

Consequently, the transfer rate of superheated liquid particles in
the domain can be defined by n, the number of molecules in the do-
main, as

J ¼ q
nB

sav
: ð26Þ

To include the spatial variation of transfer rates, each calculated
flux is averaged for the bubble regime. For the averaging proce-
dure, the bubble domain from the center of the nucleus to the
Fig. 6. Lateral distribution of the fluid particle transfer rate and bubble contour for, (
atmospheric saturated water condition. L � x = 0 is at the center of surface.
end of the bubble nucleus was divided into 100 small sections.
Then, the transfer rate was estimated with the number of particles
and the average escape time along the y axes at each position. Fi-
nally, by normalizing the sum of the transfer rate at each local po-
sition by the number of divided sections (100), the average transfer
rate of the nucleus (Jav) can be obtained.

Figs. 6 and 7 show the evaluated each evaporation rate for each
small sections and average evaporation rate for the domain on the
horizontal heated surface. These results are calculated for atmo-
spheric saturated water boiling with superheated surfaces. Basi-
cally, in the calculation thermal boundary layer was assumed as
210 lm based on experimental results. However, because we could
not know the exact thickness of thermal boundary layer, we calcu-
lated average evaporation rates for different thickness cases.
According to the results, we can confirm very high transfer rates
in the 102 lm order of thermal boundary thickness. It indicates that
the liquid particles in the potential gradient (the thermal boundary
layer) move out with a very high transfer rate from the domain to
the outside, where the potential is lower than that in the previous
location, even though the exact transfer rate is slightly dependent
on the surface characteristics and the superheated condition.
a) h = 60�, and (b) h = 120�, for the critical nucleus condition and DT = 5 K under



Fig. 7. Variations of the average fluid particle transfer rate for critical nucleus
formation as function of wall superheat for two different contact angles under
atmospheric saturated water condition with different thermal boundary layer
thicknesses.
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By such high liquid molecules transfer rate, a spontaneous de-
crease in the number of particles in the domain occurs, which
may promote the initiation of bubble generation, because to initi-
ate a phase change from liquid to vapor, a large density decrease is
required. Interestingly, the order of evaluated nucleation rates is as
high as the calculated nucleation rates for the moment of heteroge-
neous nucleation using PFT (phase field theory) [34] and MD
(molecular dynamics) simulation tool [35]. This supports that the
calculated transfer rate for the new nuclei is sufficiently high to
lead to ebullition. From this, we can conclude that the induced po-
tential gradient on the ideally smooth horizontal heated surface,
due to the supplied heat, causes large enough particle transfer to
generate vapor.

Such high transfer rates of liquid particles adjacent to the
heated surface are directly related to energy gradient in the ther-
mal boundary layer. To clarify the thermal boundary layer effect,
we also calculated what would happen if the thermal boundary
layer was very thin compared with the critical nucleus (calculation
domain B). When the thermal boundary layer is very thin com-
pared with the critical nucleus, we can neglect the effect of poten-
tial gradient, such as previous nucleation models. The critical
nucleus is 2.7 lm for water at T = 110 �C. So a submicron thermal
boundary layer thickness of 0.21 lm is assumed here to investigate
the fluid particle transfer rate with negligible potential gradient, to
investigate the superheat for incipient heterogeneous nucleation.
With this boundary layer thickness (1000 � smaller than the thick-
ness used in previous studies), the transfer rate is nearly uniform
and approximately 10�35 (m3 s)�1. Such a low transfer rate with
a very thin thermal boundary condition could not induce bubble
nucleation and it corresponds well with the classic nucleation pre-
dictions that were derived without the potential gradient. It im-
plies that the representation of bubble nucleation discussed in
this study is compatible with the results of previous classical
nucleation models.
Fig. 8. The height of virtual bubble at the critical condition for nucleation on
different wettability characteristics under atmospheric saturated condition.
3.3. Thermo dynamical equilibrium for nucleation

We confirm the high evaporation rates of fluid particle in the
potential gradient on the heated horizontal surface by considering
the kinetic motion of fluid particle. However, although there are
very high transfer rates of fluid particle, the imbalance of particle
transfer for the domain cannot be maintained for long if the do-
main is not in an equilibrium state for a new bubble at the same
time. So, we also consider the thermo-equilibrium state of the gen-
erated bubble by the high evaporation rate for determining the
condition of bubble nucleation. The equilibrium condition is deter-
mined by comparing the required temperature of the vapor for
equilibrium with the surrounding liquid temperature at the top
of the bubble. The temperature profile of working fluid is calcu-
lated from the similarity analysis for natural convection on a hor-
izontal flat hot surface, as mentioned before. The required
superheat of the vapor for equilibrium is evaluated by the Clau-
sius–Clapeyron equation. If the environmental temperature is low-
er than the required temperature for equilibrium, the generated
vapor will disappear for an instant. Therefore, the criterion for
thermal stability of the vapor clusters is given as

DTtop P
Tsat

hlv
mlvDP

� �
: ð27Þ

where DTtop is the superheat of working fluid at the top of bubble.
vlv and DP indicate the volume and pressure change of the phase
transition, respectively. For comparison, the thermo stability is
determined by dividing the superheat of working fluid at the top
of bubble by the required superheat for equilibrium, DTtop=

Tsat
hlv

mlvDP
� �

. (Owing to the variation of the height of the formed

vapor, the temperature required for stability is dependent on the
wettability of the surface as shown in Fig. 8.) We already confirm
that the kinetic transfer rates of fluid particle are sufficiently high
to promote bubble nucleation in the potential gradient on the hor-
izontal heated surface. It indicates that the bubble initiation condi-
tion could be predicted when the thermo-equilibrium of the
generated bubble is satisfied. Consequently, if the normalized equi-
librium parameter is larger than or equal 1 with the high evapora-
tion rate, the bubble could be nucleated.

Fig. 9(a) and (b) show the thermal stability and the predicted
bubble nucleation region for several wetting surfaces. As shown
in Fig. 9(a), the heterogeneous bubble nucleation is predicted over
9 K superheat for any smooth heating surfaces when the thickness
of thermal boundary layer is 210 lm. Even if the thermal boundary
layer thickness is 100 lm, the heterogeneous bubble could be
nucleated below the superheat of 13 K.

Fig. 9(b) shows the result of comparison with experimental data
with smooth heating surface conducted in this study and previous
reports. The theoretically predicted superheats for bubble nucle-
ation within 210 lm thermal boundary layer are 5.3 K for a heating



Fig. 9. (a) Required superheat for the thermal stability for various contact angles
(dt = 210 lm) and (b) comparison of predicted superheats as a function of contact
angle for different thermal boundary layer thicknesses with experiments. The
results are for atmospheric saturated water condition.
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surface with a 106� contact angle and 7 K for 72� contact angle
heating surface. In this study, experimentally reported ONBs for
hydrophobic (h = 106�) and hydrophilic (h = 72�) surfaces are 4.4
and 10.7 K, respectively. The predicted superheat for nucleation
varies from 4.4 to 8.1 K; the contact angles ranges from 120� to
40�. These results are in good agreement with the experimental re-
sults of Jo et al., whose study showed that on a Teflon-coated sur-
face and a oxidized silicon surface, the first bubble was observed at
4.2 and 10.2 K superheat, respectively [25]. For a heated surface
with a 150� contact angle, the predicted superheat of new bubble
ebullition was 2.3 K. This prediction also agrees well with the
experimental results of Takata et al. of 2.2 K [36].

The present model predicts 2–10 K superheats for bubble nucle-
ation without trapped vapor. It is a more precise prediction com-
pared than the previous nucleation models for a smooth heating
surface. Furthermore, the model correctly depicts the trend that
is increasing superheat for bubble nucleation as the contact angle
decreases. Even though the agreement between the data and the
model is quite good, the present model will be extended for other
working fluids as further research.
4. Conclusions

To better understand bubble nucleation on smooth surfaces
with different wettabilities, experimental and theoretical investi-
gations are conducted. In our nucleation model, the potential gra-
dient is used to describe the bubble nucleation, adopting the
kinetics of superheated liquid within thermal boundary layer and
the thermodynamic stability of the generated vapor. The evapora-
tion rate in the thermal boundary layer is estimated and as ex-
pected it is high in order to activate the nucleation phenomenon.
The thermal non-equilibrium of the instantly generated bubble nu-
cleus by this high evaporation rate is also evaluated via comparison
of the equilibrium temperature of the generated vapor with the
temperature of the surrounding liquid. Consequently, we can pre-
dict the bubble nucleation condition under thermal equilibrium of
the generated bubble and satisfying the high evaporation rate
within the thermal boundary layer. Our analysis of the bubble
incipient on ideally-smooth horizontal surfaces, supports the ob-
served low incipient nucleate boiling superheat under different
wetting surfaces. The results from this study provide fundamental
understanding of the incipient boiling.
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